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Alyssa Frandsen is a sophomore in Liberal Studies and likes to take pictures.

Lauren Frandsen is a senior in Journalism with minors in Music and Philosophy. She enjoys lemonade on hot days, coffee on cold days and music every day.

Kestrel Henry is a freshman in Political Science/International Studies.

Anna Holland is a senior in English literature with a minor in American Indian studies and Anthropology.

Krista Nielsen is a senior in English. She studies anything that relates to expression. Art in itself is a language she enjoys learning and her Scandinavian heritage is very important to her artwork. She teaches Norwegian lessons through The ISU Viking Society and paints on the side.

Anna Pavlou is a senior in Mechanical Engineering and Russian Studies.

Editor’s Note: In Sketch issue 75.1 Anna Holland’s photo “Karma” was incorrectly attributed to another artist.